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indicates his office, which is to serve the public by writing
sincerely and conscientiously what he sees and hears. He learns
in the city room of his paper to strip his prose of the last rags
of adventitious ornament. He is happiest in this, that he can
tell a true story which all men who run and read can com-
prehend.
For the modern newspaper is a stage whereon one sees the
life of the world appearing like a great pageant. To-day nations
are at war. To-morrow they are licking their wounds—some
sitting out in the glare of the footlights whining pitifully.
To-day a great aviator—great overnight—volplanes out and
makes a modest bow. The audience goes wild. To-morrow he
is gone. To-day a brutal murder is put on with low lights,
to-morrow the trial has the spotlight, and then, away back-
stage in a dim corner, the blue flame of a powerful electric
current flashes, and a wisp of smoke rises; a dim form stiffens
—relaxes—and that scene is finished.
The orchestra now is playing soft music with a breath of
spring in it. Romance steps forth. It is a charming act. Now
far back from the footlights the scientists are seen at work
with retorts, test tubes, and other strange equipment. Some-
thing new flashes out of that corner of the laboratory of
science, remains before the audience a moment, and then
drifts off into the wings.
Sometimes a large hook emerges and drags off some per-
former in spite of his struggles to remain. He is one of the
charlatans,
The seekers of news are at the supreme vantage point from
which to judge between the spurious and the genuine. And
experience and training have equipped them to produce the
most graphic pictures of the various acts.
The real reporter is a trained observer, mentally register-
ing and photographing details as they occur. He needs no

